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×Sorry	to	interruptCSS	Error	Hosted	hypervisor	for	Windows	and	Linux	VMware	Workstation	ProVMware	Workstation	Pro	16	iconDeveloper(s)VMwareInitial	release1999[1]Stable	release16.2.4[2]		/	21	July	2022;	22	days	ago	(21	July	2022)	Written	inC,	C++Operating	systemWindowsLinuxPlatformx86-64	only[3](version	11.x	and	above,	previous
versions	were	available	for	x86-32	as	well)TypeHypervisorLicenseFreeware	(Workstation	Player)Trialware	and	commercial	(Workstation	Pro)Websitewww.vmware.com/products/workstation-pro.html	VMware	Workstation	Pro	(known	as	VMware	Workstation	until	release	of	VMware	Workstation	12	in	2015)	is	a	hosted	hypervisor	that	runs	on	x64
versions	of	Windows	and	Linux	operating	systems[4]	(an	x86-32	version	of	earlier	releases	was	available);[3]	it	enables	users	to	set	up	virtual	machines	(VMs)	on	a	single	physical	machine	and	use	them	simultaneously	along	with	the	host	machine.	Each	virtual	machine	can	execute	its	own	operating	system,	including	versions	of	Microsoft	Windows,
Linux,	BSD,	and	MS-DOS.	VMware	Workstation	is	developed	and	sold	by	VMware,	Inc.	There	is	a	free-of-charge	version,	VMware	Workstation	Player	(known	as	VMware	Player	until	release	of	VMware	Workstation	12	in	2015),	for	non-commercial	use.	An	operating	systems	license	is	needed	to	use	proprietary	ones	such	as	Windows.	Ready-made	Linux
VMs	set	up	for	different	purposes	are	available	from	several	sources.	VMware	Workstation	supports	bridging	existing	host	network	adapters	and	sharing	physical	disk	drives	and	USB	devices	with	a	virtual	machine.	It	can	simulate	disk	drives;	an	ISO	image	file	can	be	mounted	as	a	virtual	optical	disc	drive,	and	virtual	hard	disk	drives	are	implemented
as	.vmdk	files.	VMware	Workstation	Pro	can	save	the	state	of	a	virtual	machine	(a	"snapshot")	at	any	instant.	These	snapshots	can	later	be	restored,	effectively	returning	the	virtual	machine	to	the	saved	state,[5]	as	it	was	and	free	from	any	post-snapshot	damage	to	the	VM.	VMware	Workstation	includes	the	ability	to	group	multiple	virtual	machines	in
an	inventory	folder.	The	machines	in	such	a	folder	can	then	be	powered	on	and	powered	off	as	a	single	object,	useful	for	testing	complex	client-server	environments.	2016	company	changes	and	future	development	VMware	Workstation	versions	12.0.0,	12.0.1,	and	12.1.0	were	released	at	intervals	of	about	two	months	in	2015.[6]	In	January	2016	the
entire	development	team	behind	VMware	Workstation	and	Fusion	was	disbanded	and	all	US	developers	were	immediately	fired.[7][8][9][10]	The	company	said	that	"the	restructuring	activities	will	not	impact	the	existence	of	any	current	product	lines",	that	"roles	and	responsibilities	associated	with	particular	businesses	will	be	moved	to	other	regions
and	office	locations",	and	that	investment	would	continue	"with	emphasis	on	our	growth	products".	The	future	of	Workstation	and	Fusion	became	uncertain.	On	24	April	2016	maintenance	release	12.1.1	was	released.	In	September,	same	year,	the	company	announced	that	"we’re	very	much	alive	and	well".[11]	Consequently,	on	September	13
Workstation	12.5	and	Fusion	8.5	were	released	as	free	upgrades	which	added	support	for	Windows	10	Anniversary	edition	and	Windows	Server	2016.	Since	then	versions	14	(in	2017,	skipping	number	13),	15	(in	2018)	and	16	(in	2020)	were	released.	Version	history	Legend	Color	Meaning	Red	Unsupported	release	Green	Current	or	still	supported
release	Blue	Future	release	Version	Release	date	Significant	changes	1.0[12]	15	May	1999	First	release	1.1[13]	11	October	1999	First	Linux	release	2.0[14]	3	March	2000	3.0[15]	11	November	2001	3.1[16]	29	March	2002	3.2[17]	16	September	2002	4.0[18]	7	April	2003	Single	snapshots	4.5[19]	15	March	2004	5.0[20]	7	April	2005	Multiple	snapshots
Linked	clones	Teams	5.5[21]	29	November	2005	Introduced	support	of	Intel	VT-x/AMD-V	virtualization	instructions,	as	well	as	x86-64	and	multi-processor	virtual	machines[22]	6.0[23]	9	May	2007	Multiple	monitor	support	Background	virtual	machines	High-speed	USB	devices	(EHCI)	6.5[24]	23	September	2008	6.5	is	the	last	version	to	support	CPUs
without	PAE[25]	Record	Replay[26]	Unicode	Unity	mode	7.0[27]	10	October	2009	Replay	Debugging	(improved	Record	Replay)[28]	7.1[29]	25	May	2010	8.0[30]	14	September	2011	Shared	Virtual	Machines	Workstation	8	is	the	first	version	that	requires	an	x64-compatible	CPU.	Replay	Debugging	removed[31]	9.0[32]	23	August	2012	USB	3.0	support
for	Linux	and	Windows	8	guests	OpenGL	driver	for	Linux	guests	Improved	graphics	subsystem	Restricted	Virtual	Machines	New	operating	system	support	Ubuntu	12.04	Windows	8	Windows	Server	2012	10.0[33]	3	September	2013	New	operating	system	support	Windows	8.1	Windows	Server	2012	R2	Ubuntu	13.10	VMware	hardware	version	10	16
vCPUs	8	TB	disks	New	virtual	SATA	disk	controller	USB	3.0	streams	support	SSD	pass-through	Expiring	Virtual	Machines	Virtual	tablet	sensors	Accelerometer	Gyroscope	Compass	Ambient	light	sensor	User	interface	enhancements	Cloud	Management	Tools	VMware	KVM	WSX	1.1	10.0.1[34]	24	October	2013	Improved	compatibility	with	some	AMD
Piledriver	CPUs	Easy	Install	support	for	Windows	8.1	RTM	and	Windows	Server	2012	R2	RTM	Fixes	for	certain	hangs	and	freezes	10.0.2[35]	17	April	2014	The	compatibility	and	performance	of	USB	audio	and	video	devices	with	virtual	machines	has	been	improved.	Resolved	an	issue	that	prevents	a	USB	device	from	being	connected	to	Linux	RHEL	5
guest	operating	system.	Easy	installation	option	supports	Windows	8.1	Update	1	and	Windows	Server	2012	R2	as	a	guest	operating	system.	openSUSE	13.1	is	now	supported	as	a	host	operating	system.	Resolved	an	issue	causing	burning	CDs	with	Blu-ray	drives	to	fail	while	connected	to	the	virtual	machine.	Resolved	an	issue	that	caused	using
Microsoft	Word	and	Excel	in	unity	mode	causes	a	beep.	Resolved	an	issue	causing	host	application	windows	to	be	blanked	out	in	the	UAC	dialog	on	the	Linux	host	of	the	Windows	8	virtual	machine.	Resolved	an	issue	that	prevented	the	Sound	Card	from	being	automatically	added	to	the	VM	when	powering	on	the	virtual	machine	on	a	Linux	host.
Resolved	an	issue	that	could	cause	a	Windows	8.1	guest	operating	system	to	display	a	black	screen	when	launching	Metro	style	applications	in	the	launch	menu.	Resolved	a	hotkey	conflict	in	the	Preference	dialog	of	the	KVM	mode.	Resolved	a	compatibility	issue	of	GL	renderer	with	some	new	Nvidia	drivers.	Resolved	graphics	errors	with	for
Solidworks	applications.	Resolved	an	issue	causing	virtual	machines	imported	from	a	physical	PC	to	crash	on	startup.	Resolved	an	issue	about	shared	folder	when	the	user	read	and	write	file	using	two	threads.	Resolved	an	issue	that	caused	Linux	virtual	machines	to	see	stale	file	contents	when	using	shared	folders.	Resolved	the	virtual	machine
performance	issues	when	using	the	E1000e	adapter.	Resolved	an	issue	preventing	Workstation	from	starting	on	Ubuntu	14.04.	10.0.3[36]	1	July	2014	VMware	Workstation	10.0.3	has	been	updated	to	the	OPENSSL	library	version	openssl-0.9.8za	where	necessary	to	address	CVE-2014-0224,	CVE-2014-0198,	CVE-2010-5298,	CVE-2014-3470.	10.0.4[37]
30	October	2014	Fixes	memory	issue	in	Workstation	on	Microsoft	Windows	8.1	and	Windows	Server	2012.	10.0.5[38]	27	January	2015	Bug	fixes	At	power-on,	a	virtual	machine	hangs	and	a	.dmp	file	is	created.	The	VideoReDo	application	does	not	display	the	video	properly	and	parts	of	the	application's	screen	are	scrambled.	Copying	and	pasting	a
large	file	from	host	to	guest	may	fail.	Memory	leak	in	the	HGFS	server	(for	shared	folders)	causes	VMware	Tools	to	crash	randomly	with	the	error:	Exception	0xc0000005	(access	violation)	has	occurred.	New	VMs	have	the	same	location	UUID	and	MAC	address	so	that	the	UUID	and	MAC	address	are	not	unique.	This	problem	occurs	with	WS	9	and	WS
10	VMs	but	not	WS	7	and	WS	8	VMs.	On	RHEL	6.6,	vmmon	cannot	be	loaded	due	to	incompatible	kernel	symbol	versions.	With	gcc,	kernel-headers,	kernel-devel	installed,	vmmon	module	will	be	recompiled	automatically.	Memory	leak	by	the	process	vmtoolsd.exe	when	the	guest	NIC	is	disabled	causes	memory	consumption	by	Workstation	processes
to	increase	over	time.	When	USB	devices	are	autoconnected	with	a	hub	to	a	Renesas	host	controller,	the	devices	are	not	redirected	to	the	guest.	WS	11	license	is	accepted	by	WS	10.0.5	and	future	10.0	updates.	When	WS	is	installed	on	Linux	in	a	non-default	location,	the	Virtual	Network	Editor	fails	to	run.	10.0.6[39]	5	May	2015	Fixed	a	problem	when
uploading	a	virtual	machine	with	Workstation	10.0.x	to	ESXi	6.0.	10.0.7[40]	2	July	2015	Security	fixes	Final	version	to	support	Windows	XP	and	Vista,	as	well	32-bit	version	of	Windows	on	hosts	11.0[41]	1	December	2014	New	operating	system	support	Windows	10	Ubuntu	14.10	RHEL	7	CentOS	7	Fedora	20	Debian	7.6	VMware	hardware	version	11
2GB	Video	memory	per	VM	Connection	to	VMware	vCloud	Air	11.1[42]	17	February	2015	Added	support	for	VMware	vCloud	Air	Virtual	Private	Cloud	OnDemand	Bug	fixes:	A	Linux	guest	OS	booted	on	EFI	firmware	sometimes	failed	to	respond	to	the	keyboard	and	mouse	if	any	mouse	motion	occurred	during	a	short	window	of	time	during	OS	boot.
Outlook	2010	would	occasionally	crash	when	running	in	Unity	mode.	You	could	not	compact	or	defragment	a	persistent	disk.	The	UI	sometimes	crashed	when	a	user	copied	and	pasted	a	file	between	two	Windows	guests.	Rendering	corruption	in	UI	elements	in	Fedora	20	guests	with	3D	enabled.	When	creating	a	new	virtual	machine	with	SUSE	Linux
Enterprise	(SLE)	12,	the	Easy	Install	path	was	not	available.	11.1.1[43]	9	June	2015	Critical	security	fix	for	CVE-2012-0897,	CVE-2015-2336,	CVE-2015-2337,	CVE-2015-2338,	CVE-2015-2339,	CVE-2015-2340,	CVE-2015-2341	VMware	Workstation	and	Horizon	Client	TPView.ddl	and	TPInt.dll	incorrectly	handle	memory	allocation.	On	Workstation,	this
may	allow	a	guest	to	execute	code	or	perform	a	Denial	of	Service	on	the	Windows	OS	that	runs	Workstation.	11.1.2[44]	15	June	2015	Security	Issues	VMware	Workstation	11.1.2	has	been	updated	to	OpenSSL	library	version	openssl-1.0.1m.	Bug	Fixes	Two	interface	items	on	the	Access	Control	screen	used	the	same	hot-key	combination.	Attempting	to
suspend	a	Windows	virtual	machine	with	the	Sensor	Diagnostic	Tool	running	caused	the	virtual	machine	to	become	unresponsive.	Using	audio	conferencing	software	on	a	Windows	8	guest	operating	system	caused	a	severe	echo	during	both	video	and	audio	calls.	On	the	Windows	95	guest	operating	system,	the	mouse	cursor	jumped.	Symbolic	links
created	within	a	Windows	guest	operating	system	on	a	Linux	host	did	not	list	files	under	subdirectories.	Workstation	did	not	display	Regions	in	the	VMware	vCloud	Air	Subscription	node.	Workstation	could	not	automatically	detect	the	Fedora	21	ISO	when	creating	a	new	Fedora	21	virtual	machine.	Under	specific	conditions,	when	the	alipaybsm.exe
file	was	installed	on	the	Workstation	host,	network	service	was	disrupted.	After	connecting	to	vCloud	Air	from	Workstation,	no	virtual	machines	were	listed	in	the	Workstation	virtual	machine	library.	Using	Easy	Install	for	the	Ubuntu	15.04	guest	operating	system	with	kernel	3.19.0-15-generic	prevented	you	from	enabling	folder	sharing.	Reverting	to
a	snapshot	failed	following	a	specific	set	of	steps.	A	Windows	10	guest	operating	system	running	idly	caused	Workstation	to	crash.	Using	the	Easy	Install	option	to	install	the	Ubuntu	14.04	or	Ubuntu	15.04	guest	operating	system	failed	to	install	VMware	Tools.	12.0.0	Pro[45]	24	August	2015	The	following	features	have	reached	end	of	life	in
Workstation	12	Pro	and	have	been	removed:[46]	Unity	mode	on	Linux	guest	and	host	operating	systems	Virtual	Debugger	Visual	Studio	Connection	to	the	VMware	vCloud	Air	subscription	service	Added	support	for,	amongst	other	things:	Later	operating	system	versions,	including	Windows	10	DirectX	10	and	OpenGL	3.3	IPv6	NAT	12.0.1	Pro[47]	29
October	2015	Bug	fixes.	12.1.0	Pro[48]	8	December	2015	12.1.1	Pro[49][50]	21	April	2016	12.5	Pro[51][50]	13	September	2016	The	announced[52]	release	date	of	8	September	2016[53]	was	missed	due	to	a	nasty	bug	Compatible	with	Windows	10	Anniversary	Edition	12.5.1	Pro[54]	27	October	2016	Bug	fixes,	security	updates	for	undisclosed
vulnerabilities	and	performance	improvements.	12.5.2	Pro[55]	13	November	2016	This	release	of	VMware	Workstation	12	Pro	addresses	an	out-of-bounds	memory	access	vulnerability	related	to	the	drag-and-drop	feature.	This	may	allow	a	guest	to	execute	code	on	the	operating	system	that	runs	VMware	Workstation	12	Pro.	12.5.3	Pro[56]	9	March
2017	Bug	fixes,	security	updates,	and	performance	improvements.	Workstation	Pro	fails	to	launch	on	a	Linux	platform	that	uses	kernel	4.9.0	Occasionally,	the	Workstation	Pro	user	interface	crashes	in	Workstation	12	Pro	version	12.5	and	displays	an	error	When	you	use	a	USB	device	that	does	not	follow	USB	specifications	in	a	virtual	machine	in	USB
passthrough	mode,	the	guest	becomes	unusable	You	cannot	connect	a	parallel	port	to	a	virtual	machine	Connecting	an	Active	Braille	device	to	the	virtual	machines	fails	After	users	execute	Active	FTP	in	the	guest	operating	system,	the	vmnat.exe	process	continues	to	use	a	TCP	port	of	the	host	ThinPrint	technology	does	not	work	in	a	Windows	XP
guest	operating	system	with	VMware	Tools	10.0.10	VMware	Tools	service	is	not	started	in	Ubuntu	16.10	guest	You	cannot	use	shared	folders	in	a	Red	Hat	Enterprise	Linux	7.3	virtual	machine	12.5.4	Pro[57]	14	March	2017	This	release	addresses	an	out-of-bounds	memory	access	vulnerability	related	to	the	drag-and-drop	feature.	This	vulnerability
might	allow	a	guest	to	execute	code	on	the	operating	system	that	runs	VMware	Workstation	12	Pro.	12.5.5	Pro[58]	28	March	2017	This	release	of	VMware	Workstation	Pro	addresses	the	following	issues:	VMware	Workstation	Pro	has	a	heap	buffer	overflow	and	uninitialized	stack	memory	usage	in	SVGA.	These	issues	might	allow	a	guest	virtual
machine	to	execute	code	on	the	host.	The	Common	Vulnerabilities	and	Exposures	project	(cve.mitre.org)	has	assigned	the	identifiers	CVE-2017-4902	(heap	issue)	and	CVE-2017-4903	(stack	issue)	to	these	issues.	The	VMware	Workstation	Pro	XHCI	driver	has	uninitialized	memory	usage.	This	issue	might	allow	a	guest	virtual	machine	to	execute	code
on	the	host.	The	Common	Vulnerabilities	and	Exposures	project	(cve.mitre.org)	has	assigned	the	identifier	CVE-2017-4904	to	this	issue.	VMware	Workstation	Pro	has	uninitialized	memory	usage.	This	issue	might	lead	to	an	information	leak.	The	Common	Vulnerabilities	and	Exposures	project	(cve.mitre.org)	has	assigned	the	identifier	CVE-2017-4905
to	this	issue.	12.5.6	Pro[59]	18	May	2017	This	release	includes	the	following	highlights:	Day	0	support	of	the	Windows	10	Creators	Update	(version	1703)	Bug	fixes	and	security	updates	12.5.7	Pro[60]	22	June	2017	This	release	of	VMware	Workstation	Pro	includes	some	bug	fixes	and	security	updates.	12.5.8	Pro[61]	16	November	2017	Support	added
for:	RHEL	7.4	Oracle	Linux	7.3	12.5.9	Pro[62]	10	January	2018	This	update	of	VMware	Workstation	Pro	exposes	hardware	support	for	branch	target	injection	mitigation	to	VMware	guests.	This	hardware	is	used	by	some	guest	operating	systems	to	mitigate	CVE-2018-5715	(also	called	by	the	name	"Spectre").	14.0.0	Pro[63]	26	September	2017	This
major	version	release	includes	the	following	highlights:	Updated	to	support	the	newest	versions	of	Microsoft	Windows	10	(including	Enterprise),	and	Windows	Server	editions,	as	well	as	various	Linux	distributions	Updated	support	for	the	latest	Intel	and	AMD	processors	and	limited	or	no	support	for	pre-2011	CPUs	Improved	virtual	firmware	support,
such	as	UEFI,	and	new	Secure	Boot	support	Support	for	Virtualization	Based	Security	(VBS)	Improved	Virtual	Networking	New	and	improved	support	and	controls	for	working	with	vSphere	and	the	vCenter	Server	Appliance	Network	latency	simulator	New	remote	vSphere	controls	14.1.0	Pro[64]	21	December	2017	This	release	delivers	improved
guest	support	of	Windows	10	Fall	Creators	Update	(Version	1709)	14.1.1	Pro[65]	9	January	2018	This	update	of	VMware	Workstation	Pro	exposes	hardware	support	for	branch	target	injection	mitigation	to	VMware	guests.	This	hardware	is	used	by	some	guest	operating	systems	to	mitigate	CVE-2018-5715	(also	called	by	the	name	"Spectre").
14.1.2	Pro[66]	21	May	2018	This	update	delivers	guest	access	to	the	SSBD	feature	in	IA32_SPEC_CTRL.	This	release	delivers	improved	guest	support	of	Windows	10	April	2018	Update	(Version	1803)	Ubuntu	18.04	support	as	host	and	guest	14.1.3	Pro[67]	14	August	2018	14.1.4	Pro[68]	11	September	2018	VMware	Workstation	Pro	has	an
uninitialized	stack	memory	usage	vulnerability	in	the	vmxnet3	virtual	network	adapter	that	might	allow	a	guest	to	execute	code	on	the	host.	The	Common	Vulnerabilities	and	Exposures	project	(cve.mitre.org)	has	assigned	the	identifier	CVE-2018-6981	to	this	issue.	14.1.5	Pro[69]	23	November	2018	VMware	Workstation	Pro	contains	an	integer
overflow	vulnerability	in	the	virtual	network	devices	which	may	allow	a	guest	to	execute	code	on	the	host.	The	Common	Vulnerabilities	and	Exposures	project	(cve.mitre.org)	has	assigned	the	identifier	CVE-2018-6983	to	this	issue.	14.1.6	Pro[70]	14	March	2019	This	release	of	VMware	Workstation	Pro	addresses	the	following	issues:	Workstation	does
not	handle	paths	appropriately.	This	may	allow	the	path	to	the	VMX	executable,	on	a	Windows	host,	to	be	hijacked	by	a	non-administrator	leading	to	elevation	of	privilege.	The	Common	Vulnerabilities	and	Exposures	project	(cve.mitre.org)	has	assigned	the	identifier	CVE-2019-5511	to	this	issue.	COM	classes	are	not	handled	appropriately.	This	may
allow	hijacking	of	COM	classes	used	by	the	VMX	process,	on	a	Windows	host,	leading	to	elevation	of	privilege.	The	Common	Vulnerabilities	and	Exposures	project	(cve.mitre.org)	has	assigned	the	identifier	CVE-2019-5512	to	this	issue.	14.1.7	Pro[71]	29	March	2019	Workstation	contains	an	out-of-bounds	read/write	vulnerability	and	a	Time-of-check
Time-of-use	(TOCTOU)	vulnerability	in	the	virtual	USB	UHCI	(Universal	Host	Controller	Interface).	These	issues	may	allow	a	guest	to	execute	code	on	the	host.	The	Common	Vulnerabilities	and	Exposures	project	(cve.mitre.org)	has	assigned	the	identifiers	CVE-2019-5518	(out-of-bounds	read/write)	and	CVE-2019-5519	(TOCTOU)	to	these	issues.
14.1.8	Pro[72]	12	November	2019	This	release	of	VMware	Workstation	Pro	addresses	the	following	issue:	VMware	Workstation	Pro	and	Player	versions	14.x	and	earlier	failed	to	launch	on	Windows	10	1903	after	Windows	10	KB	updates	were	applied.	15.0.0	Pro[73]	24	September	2018	This	major	version	release	includes	the	following	highlights:
Support	for	new	Microsoft	Windows	10	builds	(including	Enterprise)	as	well	as	various	Linux	distributions	4K	resolution.	DirectX	10.1.	Shared	graphics	memory	limit	increased	to	3GB.	RESTful	API	to	automate	common	virtual	machine	tasks	using	standard	JSON	over	HTTP/HTTPS.	This	version	adds	new	Hosts	and	Clusters	view	when	connect	to
remote	vSphere.	USB	devices	can	be	connected	automatically	to	a	powered	on	virtual	machine.	SSH	login	to	Linux	virtual	machine.	Guest	display	stretch.	Wayland	protocol.	Improves	performance	for	virtual	NVMe	storage.	15.0.1	Pro[74]	9	November	2018	Support	for	the	new	versions	of	various	Linux	distributions.	Bug	fixes	and	security	updates.
15.0.2	Pro[75]	22	November	2018	Support	for	new	Microsoft	Windows	10	builds	(including	Enterprise)	and	Windows	Server	2019.	Bug	fixes	and	security	updates.	15.0.3	Pro[76]	14	March	2019	Bug	fixes	and	security	updates.	15.0.4	Pro[77]	29	March	2019	Bug	fixes	and	security	updates.	15.1.0	Pro[78]	14	May	2019	Support	for	new	guest	operating
systems	New	Microsoft	Windows	10	builds	(including	Enterprise)	Ubuntu	19.04	RHEL	8	Fedora	30	VMware	ESXi	6.7	Update	2	Guest	display	can	be	stretched	for	all	guests	running	on	Windows	hosts.	Bug	fixes	and	security	updates	15.5.0	Pro[79]	19	September	2019	Support	for	new	guest	operating	systems	New	Microsoft	Windows	10	builds
(including	Enterprise)	Debian	9.11	&	10	Oracle	Linux	8.0	SUSE	Linux	Enterprise	Server	15	SP1	FreeBSD	12.0	PhotonOS	3.0	Virtual	networks	with	configurable	MTU	up	to	9	000	bytes	Allows	to	save	network	settings	after	upgrades	and	to	import	and	export	network	configurations	VMware	Paravirtual	SCSI	Controllers	(PVSCSI)	Open	Virtual	Machine
Tools	(open-vm-tools),	previously	known	as	VMWare	Tools,	is	made	default	for	applicable	Linux	guests	in	this	version	Bug	fixes	and	security	updates.	15.5.1	Pro[80]	12	November	2019	Bug	fixes	and	security	updates	15.5.2	Pro[81]	12	March	2020	15.5.5	Pro[82]	28	May	2020	VMware	Workstation	15.5.5	now	runs	on	Windows	hosts	with	Hyper-V
features	(For	example:	virtualization	based	security)	enabled.	Support	for	new	guest	operating	systems	New	Microsoft	Windows	10	builds	(including	Enterprise)	Ubuntu	20.04	Fedora	32	Bug	fixes	and	security	updates	15.5.6	Pro[83]	9	June	2020	Bug	fixes	and	security	updates	15.5.7	Pro[84]	19	November	2020	Bug	fixes	and	security	updates	Final
version	to	support	Windows	7	on	hosts	16.0	Pro[85]	15	September	2020	This	major	version	release	includes	the	following	highlights:	Support	for	new	guest	operating	systems	New	Microsoft	Windows	10	builds	(including	Enterprise)	Ubuntu	20.04	Fedora	32	Debian	10.5	RHEL	8.2	CentOS	8.2	SUSE	Linux	Enterprise	Server	15	SP2	GA	FreeBSD	11.4
VMware	ESXi	7.0	DirectX	11	and	OpenGL	4.1	USB	3.2	Gen	2	controller	(up	to	10	Gbit/s)	VMs	up	to	32	virtual	CPUs,	128	GB	RAM	and	8	GB	VRAM	Dark	Mode	in	Windows	10	vSphere	7.0	compatibility	VMs	security	enhanced	by	removing	graphics	render	from	vmx	and	running	it	as	a	separate	sandbox	process	Improves	file	transfer	speeds	(drag	and
drop,	copy	and	paste),	VMs	shutdown	time	and	virtual	NVMe	storage	performance	Improves	accessibility	(compliant	with	WCAG	2.1	criteria)	The	deprecation	of	shared	VMs	and	restricted	VMs	features	Bug	fixes	16.1.0	Pro[86]	19	November	2020	Support	for	new	guest	operating	systems	New	Microsoft	Windows	10	builds	(including	Enterprise)
Ubuntu	20.10	Fedora	33	RHEL	8.3	vctl	kind	updated	to	support	Kubernetes	IN	Docker	v0.9.0	Docker	Machine	VMware	Driver	(docker-machine-driver-vmware)	Bug	fixes	16.1.1	Pro[87]	1	April	2021	Bug	fixes	VMNet	driver	related	security	improvements	16.1.2	Pro[88]	17	May	2021	Security	updates	16.2.0	Pro[89]	14	October	2021	Added	support	for
Vulkan	renderer	on	a	Linux	host	with	Intel,	Nvidia,	and	AMD	GPUs	Added	partial	support	for	Windows	11	as	host	or	guest	machines[90]	Security	updates	and	bug	fixes	16.2.1	Pro[91]	9	November	2021	Bug	fixes	16.2.2	Pro[92]	18	January	2022	Security	updates	16.2.3	Pro[93]	10	March	2022	Bug	fixes	16.2.4	Pro[94]	21	July	2022	Bug	fixes	Host	OS
support	Current	operating	systems	compatibility	matrix[95][96][97]	Operating	system	Workstation	release	Windows	11	16.2	and	later[90]	Windows	10	20H2,	21H1,	21H2	16.0	and	later	Windows	10	May	2020	Update	(v2004)	15.5.5	and	later	Windows	10	October	2018	Update	(v1809)	14.0	and	later	Windows	8.1	10.0	and	later	Windows	Server	2019
15.5	and	later	Windows	Server	2016	14.0	and	later	Windows	Server	2012	R2	10.0	and	later	Linux	distributions	Varies[95][96][97]	Legacy	operating	systems	compatibility	matrix	Operating	system	Workstation	release	Windows	10	November	2019	Update	(v1909)	14.1.8	and	later[98]	Windows	10	May	2019	Update	(v1903)	15.0	and	later	Windows	10
April	2018	Update	(v1803)	14.0–15.5	Windows	10	Creators	Update	(v1703)	/	Fall	Creators	Update	(v1709)	15.0–15.5	Windows	10	Anniversary	Update	(v1607)	12.5-14.0	Windows	10	v1507	and	November	Update	(v1511)	11.0-12.5	Windows	8	9.0-14.0[99]	Windows	7	7.1–15.5	Windows	Vista	6.0–10.0	Windows	XP	3.0–10.0[100]	Windows	2000	2.0–
6.5[101][102]	Windows	NT	4.0	1.0–4.5	Windows	Server	2012	9.0-14.0[99]	Windows	Server	2008	R2	8.0–15.5	Windows	Server	2003	R2	and	Windows	Server	2008	6.0–10.0	Windows	Server	2003	4.0–10.0[103]	Variants	There	was	a	free	VMware	Player	distinct	from	Workstation,	with	similar	but	reduced	functionality,	until	VMware	Player	v7,
Workstation	v11.	In	2015	the	two	packages	were	combined	as	VMware	Workstation	12,	with	a	free	VMware	Workstation	Player	version	which,	on	purchase	of	a	license	code,	became	the	higher	specification	VMware	Workstation	Pro.[104]	VMware	Workstation	Player,	like	VMware	Player[105]	before	it,	is	free	of	charge	for	non-commercial	use,	or	for
distribution	or	other	use	by	written	agreement.[6][106]	(Workstation	Pro	is	also	available	for	download	for	a	free	trial	period,	and	is	easily	confused	with	the	unlimited-time	restricted-functionality	version.)	VMware	Workstation	Player	(formerly	known	as	Player	Pro),[107]	free	for	non-commercial	use;	a	license	may	be	purchased	for	commercial	use,
also	providing	eligibility	for	paid	support.[108]	VMware	Workstation	Pro,[109]	available	for	a	30-day	free	trial	before	purchase	but	distinct	from	the	permanently	free	version.	The	features	of	the	versions	are	compared	on	the	VMware	web	site.[108]	VMware	Tools	VMware	Tools,	a	package	with	drivers	and	other	software	available	for	the	various	guest
operating	systems	VMware	products	support,	installs	in	guest	operating	systems	to	add	functionality.	Tools	is	updated	from	time	to	time,	with	v11.2.5	in	January	2021.[110]	It	has	several	components,	including	the	following:	Drivers	for	emulated	hardware:	VESA-compliant	graphics	for	the	guest	machine	to	access	high	screen	resolutions	Network
drivers	for	the	vmxnet2	and	vmxnet3	NIC	Ensoniq	AudioPCI	audio	Mouse	integration	Support	of	shared	folders	and	drag-and-drop	file	transfer	between	host	and	guest.	This	functionality	is	described	as	HGFS	(Host	Guest	File	System),	and	may	be	disabled	by	default	for	security;	it	may	be	enabled	by	changes	to	the	.VMX	configuration	file	Clipboard
sharing	between	host	and	guest	Time-synchronization	capabilities	(guest	synchronizes	with	host	machine's	clock)	Support	for	Unity,	a	feature	that	allows	seamless	integration	of	applications	with	the	host	desktop[111]	by	hiding	virtual	monitor	and	drawing	the	windows	of	applications	running	in	the	virtual	machine	on	the	host.	Unity	support	was
added	for	Windows	10	and	removed	for	Linux	in	Workstation	12.[46]	Third-party	resources	Ready-to-use	virtual	machines	Many	ready-made	virtual	machines	(VMs)	which	run	on	VMware	Player,	Workstation,	and	other	virtualization	software	are	available[112]	for	specific	purposes,	either	for	purchase	or	free	of	charge;	for	example	free	Linux-based
"browser	appliances"	with	the	Firefox	or	other	browser	installed[113][114]	which	can	be	used	for	safe	Web	browsing;	if	infected	or	damaged	it	can	be	discarded	and	replaced	by	a	clean	copy.	The	appliance	can	be	configured	to	automatically	reset	itself	after	each	use	so	personal	information	and	other	changes	are	not	stored.[114]	VMs	distributed
legally	only	have	freely	distributable	operating	systems,	as	operating	systems	on	VMs	must	be	licensed;	ready-to-use	Microsoft	Windows	VMs,	in	particular,	are	not	distributed,	except	for	evaluation	versions.	Other	tools	PowerWF[115]	-	Provides	a	visual	representation	of	VMware	VIX	scripts,	converting	them	into	workflows,	or	converting	workflows
into	Powershell	cmdlets	and	modules.	VIX	is	VMware's	addition	to	Microsoft's	Powershell	for	automation	of	the	VMware	Player.	See	also	Comparison	of	platform	virtualization	software	OS	level	virtualization	Virtualbox	VMware	Fusion	VMware	Workstation	Player	x86	virtualization	References	^	Thiruvathukal,	George	K;	Hinsen,	Konrad;	Läufer,
Konstantin;	Kaylor,	Joe	(2010).	"Virtualization	for	Computational	Scientists".	Computing	in	Science	&	Engineering.	12	(4):	52–61.	Bibcode:2010CSE....12d..52T.	doi:10.1109/MCSE.2010.92.	ISSN	1521-9615.	S2CID	6472898.	^	"VMware	Workstation	16.2.3	Pro	Release	Notes".	15	July	2022.	Retrieved	23	July	2022.	^	a	b	"Processor	Requirements	for
Host	Systems".	VMware	Workstation	9	Documentation	Center.	VMware.	Retrieved	12	December	2012.	^	^	Warren,	Steven	(2008-11-20).	"Snapshots	in	VMware	Workstation".	Blogs.techrepublic.com.com.	Archived	from	the	original	on	2012-07-07.	Retrieved	2012-09-13.	^	a	b	"Download	VMware	Workstation	Player".	VMware.	Retrieved	11	May	2016.
Download	site	for	VMware	Player	7.x	and	Workstation	Player	12.x	^	"VMware	Reports	Fourth	Quarter	and	Full	Year	2015	Results".	ir.vmware.com.	26	January	2016.	Retrieved	13	April	2016.	^	Cloud;	Security;	Australia;	Vmware;	Microsoft;	devs,	VMware	axes	Fusion	and	Workstation	US;	VMware	says	vSphere	in	decline,	new	multi-cloud	plan	will
ensure	growth;	Citrix	kills	Sydney	research	lab,	vows	to	focus	on	'core	products'.	"VMware	axes	Fusion	and	Workstation	US	devs".	The	Register.	Retrieved	2016-01-28.	^	Miller,	Ron.	"VMware	Confirms	Layoffs	In	Earnings	Statement	As	It	Prepares	For	Dell	Acquisition".	TechCrunch.	Retrieved	2016-01-28.	^	chipx86	(26	January	2016).	"A	Tribute	to
VMware	Workstation,	Fusion,	and	Hosted	UI".	ChipLog.	Retrieved	2016-01-28.	^	Jon	Brodkin	(30	August	2016).	"VMware	says,	"We're	not	dead,"	updates	Fusion	and	Workstation	for	free".	ARS	Technica.	^	"VMware	1.0.x	Changelog	Archive".	Archived	from	the	original	on	13	October	1999.	Retrieved	8	November	2021.	^	"What's	New	in	VMware	1.1
for	Linux?".	Archived	from	the	original	on	27	November	1999.	^	"Workstation	-	What's	New?".	Archived	from	the	original	on	1	August	2001.	^	"VMware	Workstation	3.0	Release	Notes".	11	November	2001.	Archived	from	the	original	on	13	February	2002.	^	"VMware	Workstation	3.1	Release	Notes".	29	March	2002.	Archived	from	the	original	on	8
August	2002.	^	"VMware	Workstation	3.2	Release	Notes".	16	September	2002.	^	"VMware	Workstation	4.0	Release	Notes".	7	April	2003.	^	"VMware	Workstation	4.5".	15	March	2004.	^	"VMware	Workstation	5.0	Release	Notes".	7	April	2005.	^	"VMware	Workstation	5.5	Release	Notes".	29	November	2005.	^	"VMware	Announces	Availability	of	New
Feature-Packed	Release	of	Its	Powerful	Desktop	Virtualization	Software".	2005-11-29.	Archived	from	the	original	on	2005-12-14.	Retrieved	2022-02-08.	^	"VMware	Workstation	6.0	Release	Notes".	9	May	2007.	^	"VMware	Workstation	6.5	Release	Notes".	23	September	2008.	^	"VMware	Workstation	7.0	Release	Notes".	www.vmware.com.	Retrieved
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2012-09-13.	External	links	Media	related	to	VMware	at	Wikimedia	Commons	VMware	Workstation	product	page	VMware	Lifecycle	Product	Matrix	Retrieved	from	"	2Video	or	display	resolutions	with	a	width	of	around	4,000	pixels	4K	resolution	refers	to	a	horizontal	display	resolution	of	approximately	4,000	pixels.[1]	Digital	television	and	digital
cinematography	commonly	use	several	different	4K	resolutions.	In	television	and	consumer	media,	3840 × 2160	(4K	UHD)	is	the	dominant	4K	standard,	whereas	the	movie	projection	industry	uses	4096 × 2160	(DCI	4K).	The	4K	television	market	share	increased	as	prices	fell	dramatically	during	2014[2]	and	2015.	Comparison	of	common	broadcast
resolutions	Comparison	of	common	display	resolutions	4K	standards	and	terminology	The	term	"4K"	is	generic	and	refers	to	any	resolution	with	a	horizontal	pixel	count	of	approximately	4,000.[3]: 2 	Several	different	4K	resolutions	have	been	standardized	by	various	organizations.	The	terms	"4K"	and	"Ultra	HD"	are	used	more	widely	in	marketing	than
"2160p".	While	typically	referring	to	motion	pictures,	some	digital	camera	vendors	have	used	the	term	"4K	photo"	for	still	photographs,	making	it	appear	like	an	especially	high	resolution	even	though	3840×2160	pixels	equal	approximately	8.3	megapixels,	which	is	not	especially	high	for	still	photographs.[4]	DCI	Digital	Cinema	System	Specification
Comparison	of	DCI	and	UHD	resolutions	In	2005,	Digital	Cinema	Initiatives	(DCI),	a	prominent	standards	organization	in	the	cinema	industry,	published	the	Digital	Cinema	System	Specification.	This	specification	establishes	standardized	2K	and	4K	container	formats	for	digital	cinema	production,	with	resolutions	of	2048 × 1080	and	4096 × 2160
respectively.[5]: §4.3.1 	The	resolution	of	the	video	content	inside	follows	the	SMPTE	428-1	standard,[5]: §3.2.1 	which	establishes	the	following	resolutions	for	a	4K	distribution:[6]: 6 	4096 × 2160	(full	frame,	256∶135	or	≈1.90∶1	aspect	ratio)	3996 × 2160	(flat	crop,	1.85∶1	aspect	ratio)	4096 × 1716	(CinemaScope	crop,	≈2.39∶1	aspect	ratio)	2K
distributions	can	have	a	frame	rate	of	either	24	or	48	FPS,	while	4K	distributions	must	have	a	frame	rate	of	24	FPS.[5]: §3.1.4.2 	Some	articles	claim	that	the	terms	"2K"	and	"4K"	were	coined	by	DCI	and	refer	exclusively	to	the	2K	and	4K	formats	defined	in	the	DCI	standard.[7]	However,	usage	of	these	terms	in	the	cinema	industry	predates	the
publication	of	the	DCI	standard,[8][9][10][11]	and	they	are	generally	understood	as	casual	terms	for	any	resolution	approximately	2000	or	4000	pixels	in	width,	rather	than	names	for	specific	resolutions.[3]: 2 [12]: 109 	SMPTE	UHDTV	standard	In	2007,	the	Society	of	Motion	Picture	and	Television	Engineers	published	SMPTE	ST	2036-1,	which	defines
parameters	for	two	UHDTV	systems	called	UHDTV1	and	UHDTV2.[13][14]	The	standard	defines	the	following	characteristics	for	these	systems:	A	resolution	of	3840 × 2160	(UHDTV1)	or	7680 × 4320	(UHDTV2)[14]: §5.2 	Square	(1∶1)	pixels,	for	an	overall	image	aspect	ratio	of	16∶9[14]: §5.1 	A	framerate	of	23.976,	24,	25,	29.97,	30,	50,	59.94,	60,	100,
119.88,	or	120	Hz	with	progressive	scan[14]: §1.2 	RGB,	Y′CBCR	4:4:4,	4:2:2,	or	4:2:0	pixel	encoding[14]: §7.7 	10	bpc	(30	bit/px)	or	12	bpc	(36	bit/px)	color	depth[14]: §1.2 	Colorimetry	characteristics	as	defined	in	the	standard,	including	color	primaries,	quantization	parameters,	and	the	electro-optical	transfer	function.	These	are	the	same
characteristics	later	standardized	in	ITU-R	BT.2020.	UHDTV1	systems	are	permitted	to	use	BT.709	color	primaries	up	to	60	Hz.[14]: §6.2 	ITU-R	UHDTV	standard	In	2012,	the	International	Telecommunication	Union,	Radiocommunication	Sector	published	Recommendation	ITU-R	BT.2020,	also	known	as	the	Ultra	High	Definition	Television	(UHDTV)
standard.[15]	It	adopts	the	same	image	parameters	defined	in	SMPTE	ST	2036–1.[16]	Although	the	UHDTV	standard	does	not	define	any	official	names	for	the	formats	it	defines,	ITU	typically	uses	the	terms	"4K",	"4K	UHD",	or	"4K	UHDTV"	to	refer	to	the	3840 × 2160	system	in	public	announcements	and	press	releases	("8K"	for	the	7680 × 4320
system).[17]	In	some	of	ITU's	other	standards	documents,	the	terms	"UHDTV1"	and	"UHDTV2"	are	used	as	shorthand.[18]	CEA	Ultra	HD	In	October	2012,	the	Consumer	Electronics	Association	(CEA)	announced	their	definition	of	the	term	Ultra	High-Definition	(or	Ultra	HD)	for	use	with	marketing	consumer	display	devices.[19]	CEA	defines	an	Ultra
HD	product	as	a	TV,	monitor,	or	projector	with	the	following	characteristics:[20]	A	resolution	of	3840 × 2160	or	larger	An	aspect	ratio	of	1.77∶1	(16∶9)	or	wider	Support	for	color	depth	of	8	bpc	(24	bit/px)	or	higher	At	least	one	HDMI	input	capable	of	supporting	3840 × 2160	at	24,	30,	and	60	Hz	progressive	scan	(though	not	necessarily	with	RGB	/
Y′CBCR	4:4:4	color),	and	HDCP	2.2	Capable	of	processing	images	according	to	the	color	space	defined	in	ITU-R	BT.709	Capable	of	upscaling	HD	content	(i.e.	720p	/	1080p)	The	CEA	definition	does	allow	manufacturers	to	use	other	terms—such	as	4K—alongside	the	Ultra	HD	logo.[3]: 9 	Since	the	resolution	in	CEA's	definition	is	only	a	minimum
requirement,	displays	with	higher	resolutions	such	as	4096 × 2160	or	5120 × 2880	also	qualify	as	"Ultra	HD"	displays,	provided	they	meet	the	other	requirements.	2160p	resolution	Some	4K	resolutions,	like	3840 × 2160,	are	often	casually	referred	to	as	2160p.[21][22][23]	This	name	follows	from	the	previous	naming	convention	used	by	HDTV	and
SDTV	formats,	which	refer	to	a	format	by	the	number	of	pixels/lines	along	the	vertical	axis	(such	as	"1080p"	for	1920 × 1080	progressive	scan,	or	"480i"	for	the	480-line	interlaced	SDTV	formats)	rather	than	the	horizontal	pixel	count	(≈4000	or	"4K"	for	3840 × 2160).	The	term	"2160p"	could	be	applied	to	any	format	with	a	height	of	2160	pixels,	but	it
is	most	commonly	used	in	reference	to	the	4K	UHDTV	resolution	of	3840 × 2160	due	to	its	association	with	the	well-known	720p	and	1080p	HDTV	formats.	Although	3840 × 2160	is	both	a	4K	resolution	and	a	2160p	resolution,	these	terms	cannot	always	be	used	interchangeably	since	not	all	4K	resolutions	are	2160	pixels	tall,	and	not	all	2160p
resolutions	are	≈4000	pixels	wide.	However,	some	companies	have	begun	using	the	term	"4K"	to	describe	devices	with	support	for	a	2160p	resolution,	even	if	it	is	not	close	to	4000	pixels	wide.	For	example,	many	"4K"	dash	cams	only	support	a	resolution	of	2880 × 2160	(4∶3);[24][25]	although	this	is	a	2160p	resolution,	it	is	not	a	4K	resolution.
Conversely,	Samsung	released	a	5120 × 2160	(64∶27)	TV,	but	marketed	it	as	a	"4K"	TV	despite	its	5K-class	resolution.[26][27]	M+	or	RGBW	TV	controversy	In	2015,	LG	Display	announced	the	implementation	of	a	new	technology	called	M+	which	is	the	addition	of	white	subpixel	along	with	the	regular	RGB	dots	in	their	IPS	panel	technology.[28]	The
media	and	internet	users	later	called	this	"RGBW"	TVs	because	of	the	white	sub	pixel.	Most	of	the	new	M+	technology	was	employed	on	4K	TV	sets	which	led	to	a	controversy	after	tests	showed	that	the	addition	of	a	white	sub	pixel	replacing	the	traditional	RGB	structure	would	reduce	the	resolution	by	around	25%.	After	tests	done	by	Intertek	in
which	the	technical	aspects	of	LG	M+	TVs	were	analyzed	and	they	concluded	that	"the	addressable	resolution	display	is	2,880	X	2,160	for	each	red,	green,	blue",	in	other	words,	the	LG	TVs	were	technically	2.8K	as	it	became	known	in	the	controversy.[29][30]	Although	LG	Display	has	developed	this	technology	for	use	in	notebook	display,	outdoor	and
smartphones,	it	is	more	popular	in	the	TV	market	due	to	the	supposed	4K	UHD	marketed	resolution	but	still	being	incapable	of	achieving	true	4K	UHD	resolution	as	defined	by	the	CTA	as	3840x2160	active	pixels	with	8-bit	per	color.	This	negatively	impacts	the	rendering	of	text,	making	it	a	bit	fuzzier,	which	is	especially	noticeable	when	a	TV	is	used
as	a	PC	monitor.[31][32][33][34][35]	CinemaWide	4K	In	2019,	Sony	was	granted	the	CinemaWide	trademark	by	the	European	Union	Intellectual	Property	Office	(EUIPO),	in	which	the	trademark	covers	'Class	9'	electronic	devices,	including	smartphones.[36]	According	to	Sony	and	SID,[37]	the	standard	defines	a	CinemaWide	4K	product	with	the
following	characteristics:	A	resolution	of	3840 × 1644	or	larger	An	aspect	ratio	of	21∶9	Capable	of	playing	back	4K	resolution	video	(2160p)	in	an	aspect	ratio	of	21∶9	Capable	of	upscaling	non-4K	content	(i.e.	720p	/	1080p)[38]	Sony	Xperia	smartphones	are	the	most	widely	known	products	that	equipped	with	CinemaWide	4K	display,	such	as	Xperia	1,
Xperia	1	II	and	Xperia	1	III.	Adoption	Video	sharing	website	YouTube	and	the	television	industry	have	adopted	3840 × 2160	as	their	4K	standard.[39][40]	As	of	2014[update],	4K	content	from	major	broadcasters	remained	limited.[41]	On	April	11,	2013,	Bulb	TV	created	by	Canadian	serial	entrepreneur	Evan	Kosiner	became	the	first	broadcaster	to
provide	a	4K	linear	channel	and	VOD	content	to	cable	and	satellite	companies	in	North	America.[42][43][44][45]	The	channel	is	licensed	by	the	Canadian	Radio-Television	and	Telecommunications	Commission	to	provide	educational	content.[46]	However,	4K	content	is	becoming	more	widely	available	online[when?]	including	on	Apple	TV,	YouTube,
Netflix,	Hulu,	and	Amazon.[47][48]	By	2013,	some	UHDTV	models	were	available	to	general	consumers	in	the	range	of	US$600.[49][50]	As	of	2015[update],	prices	on	smaller	computer	and	television	panels	had	dropped	below	US$400.[51]	ATSC	On	March	26,	2013,	the	Advanced	Television	Systems	Committee	announced	new	proposals	of	a	new
standard	called	ATSC	3.0	which	would	implement	UHD	broadcasts	at	resolutions	of	up	to	3840 × 2160	or	7680 × 4320.[52][53][54][55]	The	standard	would	also	include	framerates	of	up	to	120	Hz,	HEVC	encoding,	wide	color	gamut,	as	well	as	high	dynamic	range.[56][57][58]	DVB	In	2014,	the	Digital	Video	Broadcasting	Project	released	a	new	set	of
standards	intended	to	guide	the	implementation	of	high	resolution	content	in	broadcast	television.	Dubbed	DVB-UHDTV,	it	establishes	two	standards,	known	as	UHD-1	(for	4K	content)	and	UHD-2	(for	8K	content).	These	standards	use	resolutions	of	3840 × 2160	and	7680 × 4320	respectively,	with	framerates	of	up	to	60	Hz,	color	depth	up	to	10	bpc
(30	bit/px),	and	HEVC	encoding	for	transmission.[59]	DVB	is	currently	focusing	on	the	implementation	of	the	UHD-1	standard.[60]	DVB	finalized	UHD-1	Phase	2	in	2016,	with	the	introduction	of	service	by	broadcasters	expected	in	2017.	UHD-1	Phase	2	adds	features	such	as	high	dynamic	range	(using	HLG	and	PQ	at	10	or	12	bits),	wide	color	gamut
(BT.	2020/2100	colorimetry),	and	high	frame	rate	(up	to	120	Hz).[61][60]	Video	streaming	YouTube,	since	2010,[62]	and	Vimeo	allow	a	maximum	upload	resolution	of	4096	×	3072	pixels	(12.6	megapixels,	aspect	ratio	4:3).[63][64]	Vimeo's	4K	content	is	currently	limited	to	mostly	nature	documentaries	and	tech	coverage.[65][66]	High	Efficiency	Video
Coding	(HEVC	or	H.265)	should	allow	streaming	4K	content	with	a	bandwidth	of	20	to	30	Mbit/s.[67]	In	January	2014,	Naughty	America	launched	the	first	adult	video	service	streaming	in	4K.[68][69]	Mobile	phone	cameras	See	also:	Category:	Mobile	phones	with	4K	video	recording	The	first	mobile	phones	to	be	able	to	record	at	2160p	(3840 × 2160)
were	released	in	late	2013,	including	the	Samsung	Galaxy	Note	3,	which	is	able	to	record	2160p	at	30	frames	per	second.	In	the	year	2014,	the	OnePlus	One	was	released	with	the	option	to	record	DCI	4K	(4096 × 2160)	at	24	frames	per	second,	as	well	as	LG	G3	and	Samsung	Galaxy	Note	4	with	optical	image	stabilization.	In	the	year	2015,	Apple
announced	the	iPhone	6s	was	released	with	the	12	Mpx	camera	that	has	the	option	to	record	4K	at	25	or	30	frames	per	second.	In	the	years	2017	and	2018,	mobile	phone	chipsets	reached	sufficient	processing	power	that	mobile	phone	vendors	started	releasing	mobile	phones	that	allow	recording	2160p	footage	at	60	frames	per	second	for	a	smoother
and	more	realistic	appearance.[70]	History	Samsung	UN105S9	105-inch	(2,700	mm)	ultra-high-definition	4K	television	In	1984,	Hitachi	released	the	CMOS	graphics	processor	ARTC	HD63484,	which	was	capable	of	displaying	up	to	4K	resolution	when	in	monochrome	mode.[71]	The	resolution	was	targeted	at	the	bit-mapped	desktop	publishing
market.[71]	The	first	commercially	available	4K	camera	for	cinematographic	purposes	was	the	Dalsa	Origin,	released	in	2003.[72][73]	4K	technology	was	developed	by	several	research	groups	in	universities	around	the	world,	such	as	University	of	California,	San	Diego,	CALIT2,	Keio	University,	Naval	Postgraduate	School	and	others	that	realized[74]
several	demonstrations	in	venues	such	as	IGrid	in	2004	and	CineGrid.	YouTube	began	supporting	4K	for	video	uploads	in	2010	as	a	result	of	leading	manufacturers	producing	4K	cameras.[75]	Users	could	view	4K	video	by	selecting	"Original"	from	the	quality	settings	until	December	2013,	when	the	2160p	option	appeared	in	the	quality	menu.[76]	In
November	2013,	YouTube	began	to	use	the	VP9	video	compression	standard,	saying	that	it	was	more	suitable	for	4K	than	High	Efficiency	Video	Coding	(HEVC).	Google,	which	owns	YouTube,	developed	VP9.[75]	Theaters	began	projecting	movies	at	4K	resolution	in	2011.[77]	Sony	was	offering	4K	projectors	as	early	as	2004.[78]	The	first	4K	home
theater	projector	was	released	by	Sony	in	2012.[79]	Despite	this,	few	finished	films	have	4K	resolution	as	of	2019.	Even	for	movies	and	TV	shows	shot	using	6K	or	8K	cameras,	almost	all	finished	films	are	edited	in	HD	resolution	and	enlarged	to	fit	a	4K	format.[80]	Sony	is	one	of	the	leading	studios	promoting	UHDTV	content,	as	of	2013[update]
offering	a	little	over	70	movie	and	television	titles	via	digital	download	to	a	specialized	player	that	stores	and	decodes	the	video.	The	large	files	(≈40	GB),	distributed	through	consumer	broadband	connections,	raise	concerns	about	data	caps.[81]	In	2014,	Netflix	began	streaming	House	of	Cards,	Breaking	Bad,[82]	and	"some	nature	documentaries"	at
4K	to	compatible	televisions	with	an	HEVC	decoder.	Most	4K	televisions	sold	in	2013	did	not	natively	support	HEVC,	with	most	major	manufacturers	announcing	support	in	2014.[83]	Amazon	Studios	began	shooting	their	full-length	original	series	and	new	pilots	with	4K	resolution	in	2014.[84]	They	are	now	currently	available	though	Amazon	Video.
[85]	In	March	2016	the	first	players	and	discs	for	Ultra	HD	Blu-ray—a	physical	optical	disc	format	supporting	4K	resolution	and	high-dynamic-range	video	(HDR)	at	60	frames	per	second—were	released.[86]	On	August	2,	2016,	Microsoft	released	the	Xbox	One	S,	which	supports	4K	streaming	and	has	an	Ultra	HD	Blu-ray	disc	drive,	but	does	not
support	4K	gaming.[87]	On	November	10,	2016,	Sony	released	the	PlayStation	4	Pro,	which	supports	4K	streaming	and	gaming,[88]	though	many	games	use	checkerboard	rendering	or	are	upscaled	4K.[89]	On	November	7,	2017,	Microsoft	released	the	Xbox	One	X,	which	supports	of	4K	streaming	and	gaming,[90]	though	not	all	games	are	rendered	at
native	4K.[91]	Home	video	projection	This	section	may	need	to	be	rewritten	to	comply	with	Wikipedia's	quality	standards.	You	can	help.	The	talk	page	may	contain	suggestions.	(August	2017)	Though	experiencing	rapid	price	drops	beginning	in	2013	for	viewing	devices,	the	home	cinema	digital	video	projector	market	saw	little	expansion,	with	only	a
few	manufacturers	(only	Sony	as	of	2015[update])	offering	limited	4K-capable	lineups,	with	native	4K	projectors	commanding	five-figure	price	tags	well	into	2015	before	finally	breaking	the	US$10,000	barrier.[92]	Critics	state	that	at	normal	direct-view	panel	size	and	viewing	distances,	the	extra	pixels	of	4K	are	redundant	at	the	ability	of	normal
human	vision.[citation	needed]	Projection	home	cinemas,	on	the	other	hand,	employ	much	larger	screen	sizes	without	necessarily	increasing	viewing	distance	to	scale.	JVC	has	used	a	technique	known	as	"e-shift"	to	extrapolate	extra	pixels	from	1080p	sources	to	display	4K	on	screens	through	upscaling	or	from	native	4K	sources	at	a	much	lower	price
than	native	4K	projectors.[93]	This	technology	of	non-native	4K	entered	its	fourth	generation	for	2016.[94][95][96]	JVC	used	this	same	technology	to	provide	8K	flight	simulation	for	Boeing	that	met	the	limits	of	20/25	visual	acuity.[97]	Pixel	shifting,	as	described	here,	was	pioneered	in	the	consumer	space	by	JVC,	and	later	in	the	commercial	space	by
Epson.	That	said,	it	is	not	the	same	thing	as	"true"	4K.	More	recently,	some	DLP	projectors	claim	4K	UHD	(which	the	JVCs	and	Epsons	do	not	claim).	As	noted	above,	DCI	4K	is	4096 × 2160,	while	4K	UHD	is	3840 × 2160,	producing	a	slight	difference	in	aspect	ratio	rather	than	a	significant	difference	in	resolution.	Traditional	displays,	such	as	LCD	or
OLED,	are	3840	pixels	across	the	screen,	with	each	pixel	being	1/3840th	of	the	screen	width.	They	do	not	overlap—if	they	did,	they	would	suffer	reduced	detail.	The	diameter	of	each	pixel	is	basically	1/3840th	of	the	screen	width	or	1/2160th	of	the	screen	height	-	either	gives	the	same	size	pixel.	That	3840 × 2160	works	out	to	8.3	megapixels,	the
official	resolution	of	4K	UHD	(and	therefore	Blu-ray	UHD	discs).	The	4K	UHD	standard	does	not	specify	how	large	the	pixels	are,	so	a	4K	UHD	projector	(Optoma,	BenQ,	Dell,	et	al.)	counts	because	these	projectors	have	a	2718	×	1528	pixel	structure.	Those	projectors	process	the	true	4K	of	data	and	project	it	with	overlapping	pixels,	which	is	what
pixel	shifting	is.	Unfortunately,	each	of	those	pixels	is	far	larger:	each	one	has	50%	more	area	than	true	4K.	Pixel	shifting	projectors	project	a	pixel,	shift	it	up	to	the	right,	by	a	half	diameter,	and	project	it	again,	with	modified	data,	but	that	second	pixel	overlaps	the	first.	In	other	words,	pixel	shifting	cannot	produce	adjacent	vertical	lines	of	RGBRGB
or	other	colors	where	each	line	is	one	pixel	(1/3840th	of	the	screen)	wide.	Adjacent	red	and	green	pixels	would	end	up	looking	like	yellow,	with	a	fringe	on	one	side	of	red,	on	the	other	of	green	-	except	that	the	next	line	of	pixels	overlaps	as	well,	changing	the	color	of	that	fringe.	4K	UHD	or	1080p	pixel	shifting	cannot	reveal	the	fine	detail	of	a	true	4K
projector	such	as	those	Sony	ships	(business,	education	and	home	markets).	Also,	JVC	has	one	true	4K	projector	priced	at	$35,000	(as	of	mid-2017).	So	while	4K	UHD	appears	like	it	has	a	pixel	structures	with	1/4	the	area	of	1080p,	that	does	not	happen	with	pixel	shifting.	Only	a	true	4K	projector	offers	that	level	of	resolution.	This	is	why	"true"	4K
projectors	cost	so	much	more	than	4K	UHD	projectors	with	otherwise	similar	feature	sets.	They	produce	smaller	pixels,	finer	resolution,	no	compromising	of	detail	or	color	from	overlapping	pixels.	By	comparison,	the	slight	difference	in	aspect	ratio	between	DCI	and	3840	×	2160	pixel	displays	without	overlap	is	insignificant	relative	to	the	amount	of
detail.	Some	companies	like	Kaleidescape	offer	media	servers	that	allow	for	4K	UHD	Blu-ray	movies	with	high	dynamic	range	in	a	home	theater.[98]	Broadcasting	In	November	2014,	United	States	satellite	provider	DirecTV	became	the	first	pay	TV	provider	to	offer	access	to	4K	content,	although	limited	to	selected	video-on-demand	films.[99]	In
August	2015,	British	sports	network	BT	Sport	launched	a	4K	feed,	with	its	first	broadcast	being	the	2015	FA	Community	Shield	football	match.	Two	production	units	were	used,	producing	the	traditional	broadcast	in	high-definition,	and	a	separate	4K	broadcast.	As	the	network	did	not	want	to	mix	4K	footage	with	upconverted	HD	footage,	this	telecast
did	not	feature	traditional	studio	segments	at	pre-game	or	half-time,	but	those	hosted	from	the	stadium	by	the	match	commentators	using	a	4K	camera.	BT	envisioned	that	if	viewers	wanted	to	watch	studio	analysis,	they	would	switch	to	the	HD	broadcast	and	then	back	for	the	game.	Footage	was	compressed	using	H.264	encoders	and	transmitted	to
BT	Tower,	where	it	was	then	transmitted	back	to	BT	Sport	studios	and	decompressed	for	distribution,	via	4K-compatible	BT	TV	set-top	boxes	on	an	eligible	BT	Infinity	internet	plan	with	at	least	a	25	Mbit/s	connection.[100][101]	In	late	2015	and	January	2016,	three	Canadian	television	providers	–	including	Quebec-based	Vidéotron,	Ontario-based
Rogers	Cable,	and	Bell	Fibe	TV,	announced	that	they	would	begin	to	offer	4K	compatible	set-top	boxes	that	can	stream	4K	content	to	subscribers	over	gigabit	internet	service.[102][103]	On	October	5,	2015,	alongside	the	announcement	of	its	4K	set-top	box	and	gigabit	internet,	Canadian	media	conglomerate	Rogers	Communications	announced	that	it
planned	to	produce	101	sports	telecasts	in	4K	in	2016	via	its	Sportsnet	division,	including	all	Toronto	Blue	Jays	home	games,	and	"marquee"	National	Hockey	League	games	beginning	in	January	2016.	Bell	Media	announced	via	its	TSN	division	a	slate	of	4K	telecasts	to	begin	on	January	20,	2016,	including	selected	Toronto	Raptors	games	and	regional
NHL	games.[104][105][106]	On	January	14,	2016,	in	cooperation	with	BT	Sport,	Sportsnet	broadcast	the	first	ever	NBA	game	produced	in	4K	–	a	Toronto	Raptors/Orlando	Magic	game	at	O2	Arena	in	London,	England.	On	January	20,	also	during	a	Raptors	game,	TSN	presented	the	first	live	4K	telecast	produced	in	North	America.[102][104][107]	Three
days	later,	Sportsnet	presented	the	first	NHL	game	in	4K.[108]	Dome	Productions,	a	joint	venture	of	Bell	Media	and	Rogers	Media	(the	respective	owners	of	TSN	and	Sportsnet),	constructed	a	"side-by-side"	4K	mobile	production	unit	shared	by	Sportsnet	and	TSN's	first	4K	telecasts;	it	was	designed	to	operate	alongside	a	separate	HD	truck	and	utilize
cameras	capable	of	output	in	both	formats.[109]	For	the	opening	game	of	the	2016	Toronto	Blue	Jays	season,	Dome	constructed	"Trillium"	–	a	production	truck	integrating	both	4K	and	1080i	high-definition	units.[110]	Bell	Media's	CTV	also	broadcast	the	2016	Juno	Awards	in	4K	as	the	first	awards	show	presented	in	the	format.[111]	In	February	2016,
Univision	trialed	4K	by	producing	a	closed	circuit	telecast	of	a	football	friendly	between	the	national	teams	of	Mexico	and	Senegal	from	Miami	in	the	format.	The	broadcast	was	streamed	privately	to	several	special	viewing	locations.	Univision	aimed	to	develop	a	4K	streaming	app	to	publicly	televise	the	final	of	Copa	América	Centenario	in	4K.[112]
[113][114]	In	March	2016,	DirecTV	and	CBS	Sports	announced	that	they	would	produce	the	"Amen	Corner"	supplemental	coverage	from	the	Masters	golf	tournament	in	4K.[115][116]	In	late	2016,	Telus	TV	announced	that	they	would	begin	to	offer	4K	compatible	set-top	boxes.[117]	After	having	trialed	the	technology	in	limited	matches	at	the	2013
FIFA	Confederations	Cup,[118]	and	the	2014	FIFA	World	Cup	(via	private	tests	and	public	viewings	in	the	host	city	of	Rio	de	Janeiro),[119]	the	2018	FIFA	World	Cup	was	the	first	FIFA	World	Cup	in	which	all	matches	were	produced	in	4K.	Host	Broadcasting	Services	stated	that	at	least	75%	of	the	broadcast	cut	on	each	match	would	come	from	4K
cameras	(covering	the	majority	of	main	angles),	with	instant	replays	and	some	camera	angles	being	upconverted	from	1080p	sources.	These	broadcasts	were	made	available	from	selected	rightsholders,	such	as	the	BBC	in	the	United	Kingdom,	and	selected	television	providers	in	the	United	States.[120][121][122]	Resolutions	Examples	of	some	4K
resolutions	used	in	displays	and	media	Format	Resolution	Aspect	Ratio	Pixels	-	4096 × 3072	1.33∶1	(4∶3)	12,582,912	-	4096 × 2560	1.60∶1	(16∶10)	10,485,760	-	4096 × 2304	1.77∶1	(16∶9)	9,437,184	DCI	4K	(full	frame)	4096 × 2160	≈1.90∶1	(256∶135)	8,847,360	DCI	4K	(CinemaScope	cropped)	4096 × 1716	≈2.39∶1	(1024∶429)	7,020,544	DCI	4K	(flat
cropped)	3996 × 2160	1.85∶1	(≈37∶20)	8,631,360	WQUXGA	3840 × 2400	1.60∶1	(16∶10)	9,216,000	4K	UHD	3840 × 2160	1.77∶1	(16∶9)	8,294,400	-	3840 × 1600	2.40∶1	(12∶5)	6,144,000	-	3840 × 1080	3.55∶1	(32∶9)	4,147,200	3840 × 2160	The	resolution	of	3840 × 2160	is	the	dominant	4K	resolution	in	the	consumer	media	and	display	industries.	This	is	the
resolution	of	the	UHDTV1	format	defined	in	SMPTE	ST	2036–1,[14]	as	well	as	the	4K	UHDTV	format	defined	by	ITU-R	in	Rec.	2020,[15]	and	is	also	the	minimum	resolution	for	CEA's	definition	of	Ultra	HD	displays	and	projectors.[20]	The	resolution	of	3840 × 2160	was	also	chosen	by	the	DVB	project	for	their	4K	broadcasting	standard,	UHD-1.[60]	This
resolution	has	an	aspect	ratio	of	16∶9,	with	8,294,400	total	pixels.	It	is	exactly	double	the	horizontal	and	vertical	resolution	of	1080p	(1920 × 1080)	for	a	total	of	4	times	as	many	pixels,	and	triple	the	horizontal	and	vertical	resolution	of	720p	(1280 × 720)	for	a	total	of	9	times	as	many	pixels.	It	is	sometimes	referred	to	as	"2160p",	based	on	the	naming
patterns	established	by	the	previous	720p	and	1080p	HDTV	standards.	In	2013,	televisions	capable	of	displaying	UHD	resolutions	were	seen	by	consumer	electronics	companies	as	the	next	trigger	for	an	upgrade	cycle	after	a	lack	of	consumer	interest	in	3D	television.[123]	4096 × 2160	This	resolution	is	used	mainly	in	digital	cinema	production,	and
has	a	total	of	8,847,360	pixels	with	an	aspect	ratio	of	256∶135	(≈19∶10).	It	was	standardized	as	the	resolution	of	the	4K	container	format	defined	by	Digital	Cinema	Initiatives	in	the	Digital	Cinema	System	specification,	and	is	the	native	resolution	of	all	DCI-compliant	4K	digital	projectors	and	monitors.[5]	The	DCI	specification	allows	several	different
resolutions	for	the	content	inside	the	container,	depending	on	the	desired	aspect	ratio.	The	allowed	resolutions	are	defined	in	SMPTE	428-1:[5]: §3.2.1 	[6]: p.	6 	4096 × 2160	(full	frame,	256∶135	or	≈1.90∶1	aspect	ratio)	3996 × 2160	(flat	crop,	1.85∶1	aspect	ratio)	4096 × 1716	(CinemaScope	crop,	≈2.39∶1	aspect	ratio)	The	DCI	4K	standard	has	twice	the
horizontal	and	vertical	resolution	of	DCI	2K	(2048 × 1080),	with	four	times	as	many	pixels	overall.	Digital	movies	made	in	4K	may	be	produced,	scanned,	or	stored	in	a	number	of	other	resolutions	depending	on	what	storage	aspect	ratio	is	used.[124][125]	In	the	digital	cinema	production	chain,	a	resolution	of	4096	×	3112	is	often	used	for	acquiring
"open	gate"	or	anamorphic	input	material,	a	resolution	based	on	the	historical	resolution	of	scanned	Super	35	mm	film.[126]	Other	4K	resolutions	Various	other	non-standardized	4K	resolutions	have	been	used	in	displays,	including:	4096 × 2560	(1.60∶1	or	16∶10);	this	resolution	was	used	in	the	Canon	DP-V3010,	a	30-inch	(76	cm)	4K	reference	monitor
designed	for	reviewing	cinema	footage	in	post-production,	released	in	2013.[127]	4096 × 2304	(1.77∶1	or	16∶9);	this	resolution	was	used	in	the	21.5-inch	(55	cm)	LG	UltraFine	22MD4KA	4K	monitor,	jointly	announced	by	LG	and	Apple	in	2016[128]	and	used	in	the	21.5"	4K	Retina	iMac	computer.	3840 × 2400	(1.60∶1	or	16∶10);	this	resolution	was	used
in	the	22.2-inch	(56	cm)	IBM	T220	and	T221	monitors,	released	in	2001	and	2002	respectively.	This	resolution	is	also	referred	to	as	"WQUXGA",	and	is	four	times	the	resolution	of	WUXGA	(1920 × 1200).[129]	3840 × 1920	(2:1	or	16:8);	this	resolution	is	largely	used	by	360	videos[130]	as	they	largely	use	a	2:1	aspect	ratio.	The	reason	is	to	represent	a
360°	on	the	horizontal	axis	and	a	180°	on	the	vertical.	3840 × 1600	(2.40∶1	or	12∶5);	a	number	of	computer	monitors	with	this	resolution	have	been	produced,	the	first	being	the	37.5-inch	(95	cm)	LG	38UC99-W	released	in	2016.	This	resolution	is	equivalent	to	WQXGA	(2560 × 1600)	extended	in	width	by	50%,	or	3840 × 2160	reduced	in	height	by
≈26%.[131]	LG	refers	to	this	resolution	as	"WQHD+"	(Wide	Quad	HD+),[132]	while	Acer	uses	the	term	"UW-QHD+"	(Ultra-wide	Quad	HD+)[133]	and	some	media	outlets	have	used	the	term	"UW4K"	(Ultra-wide	4K).[134][135]	3840 × 1080	(3.55∶1	or	32∶9);	this	resolution	was	first	used	in	the	Samsung	C49HG70,	a	49-inch	(120	cm)	curved	gaming
monitor	released	in	2017.	This	resolution	is	equivalent	to	dual	1080p	displays	(1920 × 1080)	side-by-side,	but	with	no	border	interrupting	the	image.	It	is	also	exactly	one	half	of	a	4K	UHD	(3840 × 2160)	display.	Samsung	refers	to	this	resolution	as	"DFHD"	(Dual	Full	HD).[136]	Recording	Sony	Handycam	FDR-AX1	See	also:	List	of	4K	video	recording
devices	Detail	benefit	The	main	advantage	of	recording	video	at	the	4K	standard	is	that	fine	spatial	detail	is	resolved	well.[137]	Individual	still	frames	extracted	from	3840×2160-pixel	video	footage	can	act	as	8.3	megapixel	still	photographs,	while	only	2.1	megapixels	at	1080p	and	0.9	megapixels	at	720p.	If	the	final	video	quality	is	reduced	to	2K	from
a	4K	recording,	more	detail	is	apparent	than	would	have	been	achieved	from	a	native	2K	recording.[137]	Increased	fineness	and	contrast	is	then	possible	with	output	to	DVD	and	Blu-ray.[138]	Some	cinematographers	record	at	4K	with	the	Super	35	film	format	to	offset	any	resolution	loss	that	may	occur	during	video	processing.[139]	Chroma
subsampling	In	full	size,	this	image	shows	the	difference	between	four	subsampling	schemes.	Note	how	similar	the	color	images	appear.	The	lower	row	shows	the	resolution	of	the	color	information.	Many	consumer	electronics	such	as	mobile	phones	store	video	footage	in	Y′CBCR	format	with	4:2:0	chroma	subsampling,	which	records	color	information
at	only	one	quarter	the	resolution	as	the	brightness	information.[140]	For	3840 × 2160	video,	this	means	that	the	color	information	is	only	stored	at	1920 × 1080.[141][142]	Bit	rates	Consumer	cameras	and	mobile	phones	record	2160p	footage	at	much	higher	bit	rates	(usually	50	to	100	Mbit/s)	than	1080p	(usually	10	to	30	Mbit/s).	This	higher	bit	rate
reduces	the	visibility	of	compression	artifacts,	even	if	viewed	on	monitors	with	a	lower	resolution	than	2160p.	See	also	Film	portal	Television	portal	1080p	Full	HD	–	digital	video	format	with	a	resolution	of	1920 × 1080	List	of	4K	video	recording	devices	2K	resolution	–	digital	video	formats	with	a	horizontal	resolution	of	around	2,000	pixels	5K
resolution	–	digital	video	formats	with	a	horizontal	resolution	of	around	5,000	pixels,	aimed	at	non-television	computer	monitor	usage	8K	resolution	–	digital	video	formats	with	a	horizontal	resolution	of	around	8,000	pixels	10K	resolution	–	digital	video	formats	with	a	horizontal	resolution	of	around	10,000	pixels	16K	resolution	–	experimental	VR
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DirectX	11	and	OpenGL	4.1	3D	Accelerated	graphics	support,	a	new	dark	mode	user	interface,	support	for	Windows	Hyper-V	mode	on	Windows	10	version	2004	and	greater	hosts,	a	new	CLI	for	supporting	containers	and	Kubernetes	clusters:	‘vctl,’	support	for	the	latest	Windows	and	Linux	operating	systems,	and	…	04/03/2022	·	by	sits_nuix	on	08-09-
2022	10:11	PM	Latest	post	on	08-11-2022	12:06	AM	by	sits_nuix.	2	Replies	136	Views	2	Replies	...	VMware	Workstation	Pro	16	System	Requirements	by	JimWest	...	VMware	Fusion	Player	is	available	Free	for	Personal	Use!	Top	Kudoed	Authors.	User	Count	continuum.	20	wila.	14	Mikero.	Support	Level	VMware®	offers	optional	Support	and
Subscription	Services	(SnS)	to	VMware	Workstation	Pro	customers	with	the	purchase	of	1	or	more	licenses.	SnS	Protects	your	investment	by	providing	major	version	upgrades	as	well	as	technical	assistance	during	the	subscription	term.	12/04/2022	·	This	table	lists	the	supported	host	operating	systems	for	VMware	Workstation	Pro	12.x,	14.x,15.x	and
15.5.	VMware	Workstation	Pro	12.x	and	above	only	supports	64-bit	host	operating	systems.	Note:	VMware	Workstation	15.x	and	above	is	compatible	with	Windows	10	1903	as	a	host	operating	system.	17/02/2021	·	Below	AppNee	collected	and	sorted	out	hundreds	of	universal	License	Keys	for	all	major	versions	of	VMware	Workstation	Pro	(not	for
VMware	Workstation	Player)	4.x,	5.x,	6.x,	7.x,	8.x,	9.x,	10.x,	11.x,	12.x,	v14.x,	v15.x	and	v16.x	on	Windows	and	Linux	platforms	(support	both	32-bit	and	64-bit	operating	systems)	in	this	single	post..	Besides,	we	also	provide	some	license	…	VMware	Workstation	Pro	(known	as	VMware	Workstation	until	release	of	VMware	Workstation	12	in	2015)	is	a
hosted	hypervisor	that	runs	on	x64	versions	of	Windows	and	Linux	operating	systems	(an	x86-32	version	of	earlier	releases	was	available);	it	enables	users	to	set	up	virtual	machines	(VMs)	on	a	single	physical	machine	and	use	them	simultaneously	along	with	the	…	10/02/2021	·	VMware	Workstation	Pro	15	is	an	industry-standard	software	for	running
multiple	different	virtual	machines	(operating	systems)	...	If	you	already	install	VMware	workstation	12	on	Linux	Mint	18	then	download	12.5	from	VMware	site	it’s	free.	Then	follow	the	procedure	to	update	from	12	to	12.5	by	reading	official	documentation	of	VMware	.
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